Super Coach Pro® 6/10
Designed for comfort and a new level of maneuverability.

The NEW Shape

SUPER COACH
PRO® 10

LESS FATIGUE
redesigned FlexFit harness
makes vacuum feel lighter
and more comfortable

SUPER COACH
PRO® 6

STAY COOLER
open weave FlexFit harness allows any
heat to dissipate during operation

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
articulating FlexFit harness is
responsive to the motion of the user’s
shoulders, back and hips—increasing
comfort and reducing fatigue

The new triangular shape, combined with ProTeam’s innovative articulating
FlexFit® harness, have resulted in a vacuum that feels more like a part of

your body. The load of the backpack is distributed to the natural center
of gravity, so you have better balance no matter how you move.

“The new shape and harness make it more comfortable.”

“Very smooth and easy to handle.”

Adolfo Depaz | Seattle, Washington

Tom Dullaghan | Albany, New York

e of Clean
TRIANGULAR SHAPE
conforms to the back for a closer
fit—reduces accidental contact
with walls and doorways

EASIER FILTER BAG INSPECTION
quick-release, die cast
latches improve filter
compartment seal

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
innovative FlexFit harness
distributes weight evenly
for lighter feel

IMPROVED BALANCE
pivoting ball joint distributes the
weight to the natural center of gravity

REDUCED EMISSIONS
easy access post-motor filter made from HEPA
media captures and contains microscopic
particulates and carbon motor dust

“The suction is better – this vacuum is more powerful.”

“Feels lightweight, love adjustable wand.”

Jose Padilla | San Diego, California

Elton Cromedy | Schenectady, New York

JOIN THE MOVEMENT
Taking Clean in New Directions
More than 30-years ago, ProTeam gave the industry backpack vacuums and the freedom to clean
without boundaries. Gone were the common restrictions of space and maneuverability. Then, after
years devoted to improving power and filtration, ProTeam engineers once again turned their attention
to ergonomics.
ProTeam knows that when cleaning pros feel better physically, they’re more productive, and when
their movement is less restricted they can clean better with less effort. The result is a new generation
of backpack vacuums that are unequaled in maneuverability and comfort.

Next Generation of Clean
Super Coach Pro
Motor Airflow

*The filtration value of ProTeam’s ProLevel Filtration System in this vacuum is achieved by the
use of a multi-stage filtration system, including intercept micro filter, micro cloth filter, plastic
cage with foam filter, and post-motor filter made from HEPA media, as tested per ASTM 3150.

153 CFM

Static Lift

91 in

Power

1108 W

Amperage

9.5 A

Decibel

69.7 dBA

Warranty

3 years - parts, labor, motor
Lifetime - molded body parts
SCP 6

SCP 10

Weight

11.6 lbs

12 lbs

Capacity

6 qt. / 6.6 L

10 qt. / 11 L

ProLevel
Filtration® w/
Four Levels of
Filtration

1054 sq. in total area

1372 sq. in total area

*ProLevel
Filtration System
with HEPA Media

Captures 99.63% at
0.3-.5 microns per
ASTM 3150

Captures 99.84% at
0.3-.5 microns per
ASTM 3150
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